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Don't Walk

Thomas Dykstra
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sindi my best love poem

r. stravers

the milk is dark
and sweet
across the bottom of the sink .
i pick up my shirt
and nine white pills
like bread
fall to the floor.
the dog is in my arms.
it is not clear
which one of us is which
or whether even there are two
to tel I apart.
what she is thinking
is sketched in pen
and ink across my forearms.
the outline of her still hind legs
is blacked into the web of bones
inside my chest
with ash.

The Picture of the Indian Camp
It is dark morning
over the valley .
He steps outside the tent .
The horse stands sti 11
across the grass.
His shins are wet
before he's halfway to her.
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Rick

Lee Doezema
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To Myself
i would like
to see the
sunset in my
mirror or
visit the spot
where moon first
touches river.'
i would like
to have the grapes
which everyone would
want and a crowned
princess to lick the
juices from my chest.
i like to write
a poem to w.d. sheldon
- throw snowballs and
drink ripple at
high noon
i would like to grow
roses which no
one would pick
to send to the dead.

Goodnight

,
-.
.
.
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At night in
the summertime
after
mosquitoes and bees
koolaid and watermelon
skinnydipping at
keepout creek
after
kisses and good nights
moon high in window
stories and one more
goodnight
the children will
be smiling.
after
we make love
yeah!
then goodnight.

-------. ,

I

--·

New York Mosaic
Illusion
She would have
looked like any
of the others except
that her eyes were
slanted black diamonds
and her hair was
grenadine red.

Night life

*********************

Junkies in corners
rolled up Iike
abortions, winos
dark eyed winos
dancin.

*************** ****~**
Urban Renewal
Maybe
Old faces
move
into new places
same junkies
move
with t hem.

**********************
Philosophy
Life is like
dancing with
peanut butter thru
a jelly jam.

j.e. artis

One day our
children will eat
watermelon when it is
ripe and discover the
green side of rocks
lying face down in
th e sea .

********** ***** ~******
Old Lady

Music
young girls on
wedding beds waiting
and children putting
make up on stories.

"Listen"
she said
eyes lit up
like two
june moon's
"bel Is
hear them
bells
tellen stories
bout new york
flowers and spring."

************** ** ******

********** **** ********

**********************
Love
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The Night Cafe
-for JohnNot even in dreams
have I ever found the door
to Van Gogh's cafe
(packed with dingy light
that warps the pool table)
Simon looks at me
with whiskey eyes and says:
A painter's brain lit up with
cocaine or Mediterranean sun
really isn't a brain
If I knew where that cafe was
I would go to confession again
to tel I the priest:
Listen I know a good place
to grab a cup of coffee

Insomnia
At midnight
I turned off the light
but couldn't get
my eyes closed
The rape of Leda in the
brittle verse of Yeats
Mark swimming in the
Gulf of Mexico
A woman crying to see
a child of gold
pulled deathless from her
by rough fam ii iar fingers
The vertabrae of fish glowing in Bill's hands
Faustus waiting
for Mii ton to be born
My brother dressed
in formless gray
his fingers orange from
drawing Jessie's face
Warm thick flakes
Iike the snow that falls
in "Doctor Zhivago"
Job dreaming of whales

David Westendorp
10

Now I'm in the kitchen
at 4 o'clock
eating raisins and
frankenmuth cheese

Nature's Meditation

David Versluis
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Aurel IC
Gerard de Nerval has been a victim of one of the most unfortunate cases of literary neglect in recent history. Though
he is the first poete maudit, anthology after anthology manages to go to press without any selections from his work.
Editors opt instead for his noisier and more calculating younger brothers, Baudelaire and Rimbaud. Thanks to the
Surrealists however, Nerval is getting some attention today, attention he well deserves.
Born in 1808, Nerval grew up during the flowering of French romanticism. Searching for literary success, he played
the role of the young, scandalous poet in Paris and wrote superficial plays for the popular theaters. At the same time he
wrote poems, stories, and long accounts of his travels. However, he most important work, Aurelia, is a detailed
description of his unraveling, his descent into hell.
Much of his life was dominated by a timid devotion to various women. He spent years attempting to win the
affection of an actress named Jenny Colon, the Aurelia of this story. He was not successful.
He was as gentle as Pickwick and as sad and desperate as Raskolnikov. One morning in late January 185 5, he was
found hanging by the neck in a small alley in Paris. The second half of Aurelia was found in his pocket.

Dreams are a second life. I have never been able to pass
through the doors of horn or ivory that separate us from
the invisible world without trembling. The first moments of
sleep are like death; a murky numbness takes over our
thoughts and we can't determine the exact moment when
the "I'-' begins to exist in another form. A hazy cavern
grows slowly brighter. Out of the night and the shadows
come pale, gravely immobile figures from limbo. Then the
picture takes shape, a new brightness illuminates these
bizarre apparitions and starts them moving: the world of
. the Spirits opens before us.
Swedenborg called these visions Memoribilia; he attributed them to reverie more often than to sleep. T/Je Golden
Ass by Apuleius and The Divine Comedy by Dante are the
poetic models for these studies of the human soul. Following their example, I am going to try to transcribe the
impressions of a long sickness that existed entirely in the
mysteries of my mind;-I don't know why I use the term
"sickness," however, because, as far as I myself am concerned, I have never felt better. At times I believed my
strength and activity were doubled . It seemed to me that I
knew everything, understood everything: my imagination
brought me infinite delights. In recovering what men call
reason will it be necessary to regret having lost them ... ?
This Vita mtova had two phases for me, Here are the
notes that relate to the first.-I lost a woman I had loved
for a long time. I will call her Aurelia. The circumstances of
this event, which certainly had a very great influence on my
life, are not important. Everyone can search his own memories for the most heartrending emotion, the most terrible
blow inflicted on his soul by destiny; one must resolve to
live or to die:-1 will say later why I did not choose death.
Condemned by the one I ·loved, guilty of an error for which
I no longer hoped to be pardoned, all I could do was throw
,- myself into com~on drunkeness. I feigned joy and careless-
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ness. I traveled everywhere, madly in love with variety and
caprice. Above all, I loved the costumes and bizarre customs of distant populations. Thus, it seemed that I removed
the categories of good and evil, those terms, so to speak,
from what is merely opinion in France. "What madness," I
said to myself, "to have a platonic love like this for a
woman who no longer loves you! It's my reading that's to
blame: I took the inventions of the poets seriously, and
made a Laura or a Beatrice out of an ordinary person of our
century ... Let's pass on to other intrigues and this one will
be quickly forgotten." The giddiness of joyful carnival in an
Italian city chased away all my melancholy ideas. I was so
happy to be consoled that I shared my joy with all my
friends and, in my letters, I presented as a constant state of
mind what was only a feverish over-excitement.
*

*

*

*

*

*

II
One day, finding myself in a group of people which
included Aurelia, I saw her come toward me and hold out
her hand. How should I interpret this greeting and the deep,
sad look that accompanied it? I thought I saw in this act
the pardoning of the past; a divine tone of pity gave to the
simple words she spoke an inexpressible value, as if something religious had been mixed in with the charms of a love
that had been profane up to this point and imprinted on it
the character of eternity.
A pressing duty forced me to return to Paris, but I
immediately decided to stay there only a few days before
returning to [Aurelia] . Joy and impatience gave me a sort
of excited confusion which was further complicated by the
business I had to conclude. One evening around midnight I
was returning home to the outskirts of the city when,
happening to raise my eyes, I noticed a house number lit up
by a street light. It was the number of my age. Lowering
my eyes immediately, I saw a pale woman with sunken eyes
in front of me. She seemed to have the features of Aurelia.

translated by r. stravers
I said to myself: "It is her death or mine that is announced." But why I stuck with the second supposition l
don't know. I was convinced that it was going to happen
the next day at the same time.
That night I had a dream that confirmed this notion.-1
was wandering through a vast building composed of a
number of rooms. Some of the rooms were for study,
others were for conversation or philosophical discussions.
Interested, I stopped at one of the first sort where I
thought I recognized my old teachers and classmates. The
lessons on Greek and Latin authors continued with that
monotonous buzz that seems to be a prayer to the goddess
Mnemosyne.-! moved on to another room where lectures
on philosophy were being given. After listening for awhile I
left to look for my bedroom in a sort of hotel that had
immense stairways full of busy travelers.
I got lost in the long corridors several times and while I
was crossing the central galleries I was confronted with a
strange spectacle. An enormous being-man or woman I
don't know-fluttered in the air painfully and seemed to
flounder in thick clouds. Finally, losing its breath and its
strength, it fell to the middle of the dark courtyard, hooking and crumpling its wings on the roofs and railings. I was
able to study it for a second. It had a vermillion tint and its
wings glittered with a thousand changing reflections.
Dressed in a long dress with antique folds, it resembled the
Angel of Melancholy by Albrecht Diirer. I couldn't keep
from screaming in terror, which woke me up with a jump.
The next day I hurried to see all my friends. Mentally I
said good-bye to them, and, without mentioning what was
really occupying my mind, I expounded warmly on mystical subjects, astounding them with an odd eloquence. Dur~
ing these final hours it seemed to me that I knew everything, _that the world's mysteries had been revealed to me.
That night, when the fatal hour seemed to be approaching, I was discussing art and music with two friends around
a circular table, defining, from my point of view, the origin
of colors and the meaning of numbers. One of them, named
Paul * * *, wanted to take me home but I told him I wasn't
going there. "Where are you going?" he said, "To the
East!" I answered. While he accompanied me I began to
search the sky for a star I thought I knew, as if it had some
influence on my destiny. Having found it, I continued
walking; taking only the streets from which the star was
visible, walking towards my fate, you might say, wanting to
keep my eyes on this star right up to the moment death
would strike. However, when I got to an intersection of
three streets, I didn't want to go any farther. My friend
seemed to be exerting a superhuman strength to make me
move; he began to look bigger and bigger and he took on
the features of an apostle. I thought I saw the place where

we were standing rise and lose the forms given it by its
urban _shape-on top of a hill, surrounded by vast deserts,
this scene was turning into the combat of two Spirits, like a
biblical temptation. "No," I said, "I do not belong to your
sky. In that star are those who wait for me. They are
anterior to the revelation you announced. Let me rejoin
them because the one I love belongs to them and it is there
that we must find each other again!"
III
At this point what I will call the spilling of dream into
real life began for me. From this moment, everything took
on at times a double sense-even though my reasoning never
became illogical and my memory never lost even the slightest details of what happened to me. My actions, however,
appearing insane, submitted to what is called illusion by
human reason ...
The idea often came back to me that in certain grave
moments some Spirit of the external world suddenly becomes incarnate in the form of an ordinary person and
influences or tries to influence us without that person
knowing or remembering what has happened.
Seeing that his efforts were useless and thinking that I
had probably fallen prey to some fixed idea that a walk
would calm, my friend left me. Finding myself alone, I got
up with some difficulty and started walking again in the
direction of the star at which I had not stopped staring.
While I walked I sang a mysterious hymn which I thought I
remembered hearing in some other existence. It filled me
with an inexpressible joy. At the same time I took off my
earthly clothes and scattered them all around me. The road
kept rising and the star seemed to become larger and larger.
I stopped and stretched out my arms, waiting for the
moment when my soul. would separate from my body,
magnetically caught up in. the star's beam. Then I felt a
shudder, and sadness at having to leave earth and those I
loved there seized my heart, and deep inside myself I
pleaded so earnestly with the Spirit that was attracting me
that I seemed to fall back into the company of men. A
night patrol surrounded me:-1 had the impression that I
had become very tall and that I was flooded with electrical
forces. I thought I was going to overwhelm anything that
came near me. There was something comical about the
concern I showed in protecting the lives of the soldiers who
had arrested me.
If I didn't think the mission of a writer was to sincerely
analyze what he experiences in the grave moments of his
life and if I didn't feel I had a useful goal, I would stop here
and wouldn't try to describe what I experienced next in a
series of visions that were perhaps mad or basely unhealthy
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: .. Stretched out on a cot, I thought I saw the sky unveil
itself and open up into a thousand extraordinary marvels. ·
The destiny of released souls seemed to be revealed to me
as if ~o make me regret having wanted to regain my strengtl~
of mmd on the earth I had begun to leave ... Huge circles
were sketched in the expanse like the orbs that are formed
in water troubled by the fall .o f a body; the sections,
populated by radiant figures, became colored, agitated, and
melted, each in its turn, and a smiling god threw off his
furtive masks and his various incarnations and finally, ineffable, took refuge in the mystical splendors of the sky of
Asia.
. By o?e of those phenomena that anyone can experience
m certam dreams, this celestial vision did not cut me off
from what was happening around me. From my cot I heard
the soldiers discussing someone who, like me, had been
arrested ~nd whose voice resounded in the same room. By
an odd circumstance of vibration it seemed to me that the
voice echoed in my own chest and that my soul split into
two parts, so to speak-distinctly divided· between- the vision and reality. For a moment, I thought I should try to
turn back toward this person, but then I shudderedremembering a tradition well-known in Germany which said
that every man had a double and that when he sees it death
is close.-1 closed my eyes and entered a confused s~ate of
mind where the real or fantastic figures that surrounded me
shattered into a thousand fu~itive apparitions. For a second,
I saw two friends of mine nearby who were asking for
me-the soldiers pointed me out; then the door opened and
someo?e about my size, whose face I never saw, left with
my friends. I called to them in vain. "There's been a
mistake!" I shouted, "It's me they have come looking for
and it's someone else who is leaving." I made so much noise
that they locked me up in a cell.
I staye~ there several hours in a brutish stupor: finally
the two friends I thought I had seen before came for me in
a carria~e. I told them everything that had happened, but
they said they hadn't come during the night. I had dinner
with them calmly enough, but as night approached I felt I
had reason to dread the hour which, the evening before,
had nearly been fatal to me. I asked one of them for '1,n
oriental jewel he had on his finger. I considered it an
anci~nt talisman. Taking a scarf, I tied it around my neck
makmg sure I turned the turquoise stone toward a point
where I felt pain. According to me, this spot was the place ·
through which my soul might escape when a certain beam
from the star I had seen the day before intersected with me
and the zenith. Either by chance or as a result of my strong
preoccupation with this idea, I fell, at the same time as the
day before, as if struck by lightning. They put me in a bed
and for a long time I lost the meaning and connection of
the images that passed before me.
This condition lasted several days. I was taken to a .
mental hospital. Many relatives and friends visited me without my knowing it. The only difference for me between
waking and sleeping was that when I was awake everything
was transfigured before my eyes; everyone who approached
me seemed changed; material objects had a sort of penumbra around them that altered their shape; and the play of
light, the combination of colors, was distorted in a way that
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caught me up in a constant series of connected impressions
which dreams, being less tied to exterior objects, continued.
[After Nerval's release from the mental hospital he discovered the meaning of a dream that had totally perplexed
him: Aurelia was dead. He began another descent, sleeping
during the day, roaming the city at night.]
When I got to the Place de la Concorde, I intended to
destroy myself. Over and over again, I headed towards the
Seine, but something kept preventing me from fulfilling my
plan. The stars glowed in the firmament. All of a sudden I
thought they all went out at the same time like the candles
I had seen in church. I thought the times were accomplished, and that we were nearing the end of the world
announced in the Apocalypse of Saint John. I thought I
saw a black sun in the empty sky and a red globe of blood
above the Tuileries. I said to myself: "The eternal night is
beginning and it's going to be terrible. What will happen
when men realize there will be no more sun?" On the way
back home, I took the Rue Saint-Honore. I pitied the backward peasants that I met. When I got to the Louvre, I
walked to the square where a strange spectacle awaited me.
Across the clouds rapidly chased by the wind, I saw several
moons pass at high speeds. I thought the earth had left her
o~bit and that she was drifting around in the sky like a ship
without a mast, coming close to and moving away from
stars that got bigger and then smaller one by one. I contemplated this disorder for two or thre.e hours and then ended
up ~eading towards the market. The farmers were bringing
th~ir produce. I said to myself, "How surprised they're
gomg to be when they see the night continue ... " Still,
dogs were barking here and there, and roosters were crowing.
Dead tired, I went home and threw myself on my bed.
Wh~n I woke up, I was astonished to see that it was light
agam. I heard a sort of mysterious choir, infant voices
repeating in chorus: Christe! Christe! Christe! ... I thought
a large groups of children had been gathered together in the
nearby church (Notre-Dame-des-Victoires) to invoke the
Christ. "But the Christ is no more!" I said to myself, "they
don't know it yet!" The invocation lasted about an hour. I
got up finally and went to the galleries of the Palais-Royal.
I_ told m~self that the sun probably had conserved enough
hght to hght up the earth for three days, but that it was
using up its own substance and, in fact, I found it cold and
discolored. I pacified my hunger with a little cookie in
order to have the strength to go to the house of the German
poet. 1 As I walked in I told him that it was all over, that we
had to prepare to die. He called his wife who said to me:
"Whats wrong with you?"-"I don't know," I said to her,
"I am lost." She sent for a cab and a young girl drove me to
the clinic. 2
1

Heinrich Heine
The Dubois clinic, the municipal health clinic of the FaubourgSaint-Denis, where Gerard stayed from January 23 to February 15
1852 (for "erysipelas") and from February 6 to March 27, 1853
(for "fever").
*I am grateful to Jeanne McDermott and Dr. Arthur Otten for the
help they gave me in translating these passages.
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Self-Portrait with Shel I

Thomas Dykstra
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Kim De Stigter

Joel S~haafsma
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Pat Brown
Jean Werner

Steve Eelkema
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Take Only Pictures,
Leave Only Footprints
You are a wildlife
refuge
Your breasts are tense
ready to repel
poachers
Your thighs are trees
Deer run between
your knees to hide
Men with guns
with bows & arrows
are turned away
can not climb
over your fences
There is to be
no trespassing
Your defense is
within
your signs
You are strong
have lasted
longer than
the men who came
to you
to hunt
Your sighs aren't
idle wind
They tel I of lovers ·
who came and
went
like seasons
You're used to it
Couldn't quit
now if you wanted to
But you should know
I've read your history
I know you
from a book
and now
I'd like to
explore you .
know you more
to get a perm it
to come
& just take
pictures
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Emily Dickinson at Tea
You do it idly
as you talk
cat on your lap
about Emily Dickinson
& other women poets
Your fingers stalk
around her head
as if it were
a woman's breast
You cup it
with your hand
caress and lift itthe moist nose
a nipplepress it softly
until
the cat annoyed
nips Iightly
at your finger

Letter to a Friend

Don Hettinga

Sunscape I

I want you to know
You are welcome to use
the cabin any time
There is wood split
in the box beside the fireplace
On the shelf are
some canned vegetables
I think the macaroni
in the bread tin
will stay well
If it's winter
put your perishables
in the spare bedroom
and they wi 11 keep
The books I've left
are yours of course
Be sure to take
the Kinne.II poems
You liked them so
well and bought them for me
Thank you I've read them
and know them now
Then too look behind
it on the shelf
next to Williams and
the rest
I've left some
whiskey in a bottle
There should be about
three fingers left

Marian Lambers
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Evangelism Thrust Committee Report
No striptease, of course,
but be sure that the waitresses are miniskirted,
that the hostesses are evening-gowned,
that neither group is over-bloused, and
that al I wear and
use to good advantage
long
maroon
stoles
in a new nightclub to be called
The Paris Shawl.
Some night when the joint is crowded
get a converted film starlet
to sing
"Love Lifted Me."
Get the bouncer,
who is really a disguised divinity student,
to do
a routine
on Hell:
Perish All!

Sietze Buning
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These measures will produce mass conversions.
Organize into a congregation on the spot.
Hang some wooden crosses,
some ceramic fish, and
other Christian symbols.
Keep the girls in miniskirts,
evening gowns, and
maroon stoles.
(The girls are really from the local chapter
of the Young Calvinists.)
Change the signs to read as follows:
The Parish Hall.

Thorrns Feenstra 189~ 1975

Amy Harper
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Old Friend-Dancer
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A Simple Preparation
Certainly it must seem as ·just another night-dme
abberation, spawned by nothing other than fear and insomnia, but it is so persistant, so convincing. It returns while I
am awake, and to know me you must know it. Forgive me
if I phrase this dream poorly.
I am six years old. Mother is in the backyard; it is
summer. Or late spring, I think. That is better. The spring is
younger; it is not yet unmask~d. I am a frail child, and shy.
Mother fills the tiny plastic pool for us with the h_ose. It is
blue, about six feet long, and four feet wide. It is an ocean.
We may not go in until the water has been warmed by the
sun. My brother and I can play in it for hours. He can put
his face in the water; I cannot. He is older. We swim across
the ocean sometimes, but we don't know what to aim for.
We do not guess at what is on the other side. Our plastic
boats cannot endure the rage of the waves we create. Their
brave capitains lose the fight.
Father comes home, and we eat. Later, he carries us on
his back and shows us how to play some other games. He
smiles at us. When we go to bed, we are safe, even though
many things in the night would not wish us to be so. Our
blankets are strong, and our father and mother are near if
we are afraid. Tomorrow I go to school. It is good, but
sometimes the other children do• not know how to pretend
right when we play at recess.
I am no longer six, though, and most often I prefer to sit
contentedly, watching the summers pass and the snows fall.
I speak only foolishness, for the issues of life hurt me, and
they hurt you. We are all very quiet about one thing. They
are coming, and they will take away our late spring and
plastic pools, and we are afraid. Despair is quiet, would we
kill to save ourselves? I love you only as. much as I can,
because there is fear. Tomorrow it will all be gone. But this
is but a dream. I put it away when I a\l\(ake. I am not fearing
plastic soldiers over lunch with you.
They grew up far away from me. It was late spring in
their land too, but there were no porches to sit on in the
evening, no newspapers or picture books. Just regular
books, small print, long titles. They were not about animals. The children did not laugh or smile when they were
six. They ran down to real oceans before the sun had
warmed the water and they were ordered to put their faces

in the water and they had to swim across to what was really
on the other side. When their fathers came home they were
beaten with sticks if they had refused to put their faces in
the water. They hated each other, because all were directed
to stay up with the best. They did not have mothers to
make nice sandwiches for them. They ripped at bread with
their teeth when it was given them. They have no hope-for
they shall never have anything-or love. That is why they are
free. That is why they learn to love to be hard.
I should give you more credit. You know what these
things mean, you have dreamed the dream with me when
you were six. But we all forgot it because we so desperately
wished to. I did not, because mothers and fathers and
enough blankets and lunch and pictures in books about
animals were not enough to make me forget my fear. I look
for them out the window. They are coming, coming across
the oceans they learned to endure when they were young,
coming to take what I have and wave it about me when it is
. in their hands, and I shall die, for I cannot put my face in
those waters.
It is bitterly cold. Nature hates all men on the day of
their coming. They cannot notice the cold. They have never
been warm. I have, and I am cold.
You bid me ceise now. Some take my hand and say that
we are grown now, we do not have to be afraid. But then
they go and cling to their backyards and porches and their
lunch, and they are afraid of losing them. They come for
each of us. And when they came for my father, he taught
me the simple preparation. He did not deny this common
dream, he simply prepared.
"When you see them come, while they are far away, so
far as to be hazy in _the distance, so that others who are
afraid will say that it is not them, you go to meet them.
You walk away from spring and plastic pools and families
and comfort; you stop eating lunch. You run at them
naked, knowing that you shall never return, so you don't
bother to mark the way. You run at them naked, you have
nothing, you are free, pain does not hurt, for pleasure is no
more until the end. You stop avoiding their swords, and
they shall cut you, and you shall laugh. You shall laugh, for
they having nothing to aim at. You laugh tears of joy, and
praise God for the simple preparation."

Dave Mange
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Small Pieces
-"These fragments I have shored against
my ruins" T.S. Eliot
I assemble the fragments
place one block on top of another
stop a moment to wipe the sweat
from my face wipe my hands
on my pants: white streaks
testify to my method
I chip away at misshapen blocks
until they slide
into place with ease.
The wall grows higher when I
am working at face level I
climb down pull the dangling rope
raise the scaffold begin again
working at my knees bent over
straining back rise to full
height as the pattern of brick
and mortar rises up
insistent in front of my
face out of my hands.
When they bleed the mortar turns pink
becomes a darker shade of red,
soon the clean white bricks are
splattered a crazy polka-dot red.
I have long ago discarded the
tattered blueprints am long
past interrupting the pure white face
with windows or doors.
I delight in the uniformity of
construction the monotony of mortar and
block I know of no
reason for my assemblage except
its continuance.
I dream a great wall separating
east from west defining
inside from outside the world
will be at my feet I command
the only barrier to the free flow
of air, water, and earth.
No one, no thing will pass
without my permission. Those
who attempt to scale the wall
will be thrown down all invaders
of my sanctity repulsed. When
the air grows thin I
will straddle the wall sway
first one way
then the other
cackle at your bewilderment
and impotence.
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Advice to Travelers
When traveling, fol low
the ancient example: leave
only your dead behind,
make hills of their rotting flesh
and bone-then,
they will call you
mound-builder.
Pick your way carefully
through the woods, step lightly to
surprise tonight's dinner. But
before you eat, trim
the cooked flesh from
one slender white bone,
and break it: in praise.
When you wake, cold as dawn,
move quickly to keep warm,
eat a small meal (the meat
tougher now) and
begin again, running
silently, following
the imagined paths.

Mark Van Putten

Some Women Are Islands
Husband
You cannot be anywhere near me
For when I reach my hands in Jesus fashion
I touch the unjoined lines of space
I am, she says
A spoon with the wind on my plate.
A child scalds her, regrets his birthSlumber bumps against her like a shopping bag
She refuses and span ks Lizzie good, Iistens
And waits for her badness; long drinks of water
And carriage wheels.
It is not love on the phone, but some mannequin of care
Reminding her of the unplugged toaster and the clear brains
Of lofty balloons.
She says-we have all forgotten the
Scottish cricket's burr, the lit eye, the fire tang.
A train hauls its tracks over the mountainHer dreams could fill a little shell.
She is hard, she can only cry with one eye.

Again,
Unskilled at Wanting
the Right Thing
I've died, I swear I have
Leaping with my dark habit, tuck of nun
Into the moon's half parenthesis.
I assemble slowly, a split deck of cardsMy hands rove each other, hi ind men tending shadows.
I watch at the window
Wearing its glass away, half afraid
You might come.
My eye has seen a lot, and it shows:
Unpretty carnival gadget.
Mum says: have patience arid lo the Lord is with youHave patience! as if it were a sandwich
I could eat off of a plate.
What I want is: a round night
Ful I of sleep, and no dreamsAn edge to the bed so I will wake
Where sun bends layers of paint
Around the corners smooth.
Where I a.m silvery lamb
Clean as an unvended dime.

Kim Gilmore
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Looking Up

Anne Struyk

MacGregor
Ne il Lettinga
"Doug, do you remember MacGregor?" The voice came
drifting out of the darkness that was all he could see of the
other side of the bed. It was accompanied by a quick stir,
and he knew that his wife, wide awake, was sitting up.
"MacGregor . .. ?" His response was muffled and
drowsy, he had been half-asleep already; but then, realizing
what she had said, he was wide awake. "The MacGregor
that lived next door when I was a kid?"
"I guess so."
"What on earth brought that on. How did you find out
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about him. It's been at least twenty years since he's died."
He fought to suppress the yawn that he felt coming.
"Ruth mentioned him tonight. I forget in exactly what
context, she didn't say much about him. She just got really
quiet and thoughtful all of a sudden, even more so than
usual, and didn't hear a thing that any of us said for the rest
of the night .... Who was he anyway?"
"It's not surprising that she'd be like that when she
started thinking about MacGregor; he was pretty special to
her." His voice had not completely lost its drowsiness and

had merely become thoughtful.
By this time, both were fully awake, and, by mutual
consent-knowing that the story of MacGregor would take
some time, even more than the other late night storiesthey rose and went through the darkened house, automatically checking the kids' rooms on the way.
She set a pot of coffee brewing, while he threw a few of
the smaller logs on the aftermath of the evening's fire. The
party had been good and quiet, as all the family gatherings
were; but it had been especially appreciated after a difficult
week of classes and of especially obtuse students. It had left
many thoughts drifting around the room and many memories. MacGregor was one of the many good ones, perhaps
the best. Doug still caught himself thinking about MacGregor now and then.
"Funny that Ruth should be thinking about MacGregor;
she was only eight years old when he died; but then again,
she always was old for her years."
Steaming cups of coffee in hand, in the easy chairs by
the fire, Doug looked at his wife thoughtfully, as if weighing his words. Then, caught by MacGregor's memory, he
started his story.
"MacGregor was the rector next door for a long time.
We did a lot of our growing up with MacGregor-especially
Ruth, though I did too. Ruth and MacGregor were almost
inseparable for a while, just before he died. It almost seems
as if she knew he was about to go, although his death was
totally unexpected."
"He was a fine man, although hardly the ideal ministerial ·
type. He may have made a good professor, although always
a little distant, except for the special students, like Ruth,
and myself. But we were never quite as close. It was always
a scholarly sort of relationship with MacGregor and me. I
think I fulfilled his need to talk to somebody. I was one of
the very few that he talked to. I suppose that my inclinations showed even then. He'd ramble on for hours, talking
theology and philosophy-especially Kierkegaard-'til all
hours of the night, or, at least, for then it was 'til all hours
of the night-I was only in high school at the time-with a
pot of coffee always there, just like now. I did a lot of my
growing up there."
"But with Ruth it was different. Those two loved each
other. They used to take long walks together. You'd see
them, four-thirty on Saturday morning: MacGregor would
come to the house to get Ruth, they'd have breakfast
together at the Manse, and off they'd go in his little square
Volkswagen covered with dust and mud as always; and they
wouldn't get back until after dark. Ruth ·would go straight
up to bed without a word, dog tired. But she'd be full of it
the next morning, her eyes bright with the excitement of
discovery.''
"Those Sundays would be the good ones; she'd have so
many fascinating things to pull out of her rucksack: the
special rock samples that MacGregor had chipped off for

her, or the new leaves that she'd always look up and label
for her collection; and so many stories to tell: about the
new butterfly or insect, or the new bird they'd seen together. It was a special time."
Doug's eyes had faded off into the distance, and they
both sat in the silence gazing at the fire, caught up in
Doug's memories.
"Yes," he said, his eyes coming back somewhat, "It was
special."
"I remember the Christmas when MacGregor gave her
the hiking boots. He came over Christmas Eve with an
armload of parcels, stamping the snow off his boots in the
hall, then slowly loosening the laces in his deliberate way.
He came into the livingroom and handed them around: two
bulky ones for Ruth, a small flat one for me, and apologies
to Mom and Dad since he hadn't brought them anything."
"He gave me Works of Love, l believe, saying 'It's time
ye starrted rreadin~ Kierke~aard, lad. Ye've no been thinking enough.' "
"And then the two large packages for Ruth, who carefully untied the string and brown paper wrapping to open
the shoe box, and then the boots. She immediately ran over
to give MacGregor the biggest and warmest hug that he'd
ever received. And in the other box, a thick grey woolen
sweater that Mrs. MacGregor had knitted for her. She
forgot everything else, even Mr. MacGregor, pulled the
boots and sweater on and flew over to the Manse to thank
Mrs. MacGregor. Mr. MacGregor then got up and disappeared in a swirl of snow after her."
"A little later, Ruth came back, aff shfoy-eyed and redcheeked and snowy from the outside-exuberance just
pouring out of her. She completely forgot all her other
gifts. But the MacGregors were special and the gifts were
special, so we didn't really mind."
"The day after Christmas, as soon as Jack Smith's General Store across the road opened, I went to it to buy Ruth
another special gift. She needed one more to c;omplete the
Christmas."
"MacGregor wore a British cloth auto cap, the kind with
the snap at the front, of brown and grey hound's tooth.
Ruth needed a cap just like it, now that she had MacGregor's boots and his sweater."
"The smallest one that Jack had was two sizes too big
for her, but it was better than nothing, so I bought it
anyway and gave it to her. She put it on, but, because it
was so big, it rode down over her eyes. But Ruth was never
one to let a little thing like that bother her, so she just
pushed it up, so that it sat peak up instead of peak out.
She'd never leave for one of her walks with MacGregor
without it on her head, even though it kept sliding down on
her."
"From then on they were perfectly matched, although
oddly so. MacGregor was so tall and fair, with his shock o_f
unruly curly white blonde hair leaping up from his receding
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hairline, his cap jammed over it to try to keep it down; and
Ruth, small and dark beside him, with her long black
pigtails switching down her back. But they both had identical grey woolen turtleneck sweaters, except that Ruth's was
newer-looking. But she wouldn't let it be washed, she liked
the softness and the smells of it unwashed. And each had
the same brown corduroy pants tucked into grey work
socks and the hiking boots underneath and the caps on
top."
"It was a picture the whole village waited for. The pair
would come home Saturday night; MacGregor would stop
in front of the house, lift Ruth off the seat where she'd
fallen asleep, and carry her to the door, finally setting her
down-drowsy but awake in the hall; and he and my
mother would exchange smiles while Ruth climbed the
stairs to bed."
The voice faded away again, and there was just the fire
and the coffeepot perking in the silence, and the memory
hovering between them as they sat.
Her silent refilling of his cup brought the voice back,
although the eyes remained distant.
"I went with them once on one of their rambles. MacGregor asked me to. I suppose he wanted to show me
something about his relationship with Ruth, and how it was
different from his relationship with me. Maybe he sensed
something, I really don't know. That was what we ended
up talking about though. It was a talk that I'll never forget.
It was a day that I'll never forget."
"It was that same spring, and I can still remember Ruth
waking me up in the half-light before dawn. She was already dressed and told me to hurry because MacGregor
would be there soon."
"That girl had an uncanny sense of time. She knew when
to get up. I've never heard that she ever overslept a MacGregor Saturday, no matter how dark it was, and no alarm
clock in her room. She didn't even know how to tell time
when they first started, although MacGregor soon taught
her."
"MacGregor fixed breakfast for us-ham and eggs, oatmeal with brown sugar and tea-in the Manse. Mom had
made our lunches the night before, but it was Ruth who
remembered them and put them in her rucksack before
MacGregor came to the door.
It was chilly and overcast and the morning mists were
still on the ground when we left. I wasn't used to the early
hour and fell asleep in the car, listening to Ruth and
MacGregor talk about where we were going and what we
were going to do that day. The music of MacGregor's broad
Scots' burr and Ruth's precise diction and perfect grammar,
to say nothing of her amazing vocabulary, lulled me to
sleep."
"Her speech was incredible. She talked more correctly
than anyone in the house, even before she started going to
school. We sure didn't offer her any kind of example, what
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with my slang and don't-particularly-give-a-hang attitude
towards correct form-although I knew better and have
changed since-and my folks' Yankee-Dutch accents and
Germanic grammar. It must have been the MacGregors,
although she certainly lost the Gaelic forms and Scots' burr
in the translation. She seemed to have a sense of the correct
and used it."
"I was shaken out of my sleep when we arrived and
rolled out of the car. It was one of the most beautiful and
awesome dawns that I've ever seen. The clouds looked like
rivers of molten iron flowing through the sky. The sun was
up, but we were still in the shadow of the hills. We stood by
the car just watching it for about a half hour until the line
of sunlight had come low enough to hit us in the eyes and
woke us out of our daydreams. We took our things then
and started into the woods."
"We spent the first few hours just walking, soaking up
the quietness. The only sounds were those of the morning
birds and the chipmunks and squirrels chattering at each
other and sometimes even at us."
"MacGregor loved these woods and the animals and
flowers and plants in it, especially the plants. That became
more and more obvious as we walked. He would take a
flower and point it out to us, gently putting his hand
behind it-three fingers supporting the back and bringing it
forward into clearer view and the little finger beside it,
protecting it. Or he would take a cluster of berries and
gently pull it away from the bush in the same way, isolating
it so that we could see it but never really_detaching it from
its natural surroundings. I never saw him damage a plant
unless it was to remove some useful part of it, which he
carefully laid in his rucksack."
"We came across a sassafras bush that morning. MacGregor pointed it out and said, 'Ruth, that's the sassafras.
Ye make a tea fra its rroots. Aye and it's a bonny tea too.
Shall we get some forr your mither and Mrs. MacGregor?' "
"Watching them intently bent over the root so as not to
damage the bush mci'e than necessary, I felt a little out of
place. MacGregor had never really made me feel that way.
It's just that some experiences can't be shared. I did feel a
little better though seeing Ruth's hand wander absently up
to push her cap back-bent over as she was it had again
slipped over her eyes."
"When they were done, Ruth gave the cap another push,
took the root and put it in her rucksack, while MacGregor
put the cutting knife in his, and we went on."
"But MacGregor saw more than. just plants. From time
to time, he would notice a small creature or a bird, and we
would follow the line of his walking stick and finally make
it out as well. Sometimes he would drop to one knee and
give Ruth his field glasses for a closer look. He would take
them back and be half up already before he remembered
that I was there too, and then he would quickly turn and
give them to me too."

"If it was an unfamiliar species, he would name it for us,
and Ruth would take out his Field Guide, which she kept in
her rucksack and look it up, so she could fix it in her
mind."
I bumped into him once; I got so absorbed in the sights
and sounds and smells. He had stopped to examine sock
rock or plant or something and I didn't notice it. I just
about tripped over him. MacGregor's head turned, and for a
moment I felt a shadow of irritation cross his face, but all
he said was, 'Doug, lad, ye've got twa eyes and one is for
looking at what ye've got ta look at, and the other is tae
look tae where you're going. Tis something ye should mind
tae lad, arr ye may one day hurrt yourself by falling over
something that is nae sae soft as me.' Then, he just turned
around and continued his examination and forgot about
it."
"As the morning wore on we started talking a bit more. I
asked him where he got his walking staff, and he replied in
his slow soft burr, 'Twas me grandfether's staff, lad, He gie
it tae me upon me thirteenth birrthday. He was a'ready a
cripple and in his chair, sae he had nae need o' it nae more;
and I was a'ready trampin' the hills. Sae he gie it tae me. An
I've been walking wi' it ever since. It's long since become a
verra special thing tae me.' "
"When our stomachs began to growl and the sun looked
high enough to make it dinner time, we found a large flat
rock and pulled the lunches out of our rucksacks."
"Ruth and MacGregor were both meticulously clean
when they ate, folding up their waxed paper and saving
their orange peels so they didn't leave any trace of their
passing. MacGregor admonished me rather severely when I
accidentally dropped some orange peels. 'Nach lad. Ye'll
nae be wantin' tae do that would ye. I ken that the woods
dinna mind sac much, they'll take it tae themselves, but 'tis
my thinkin that I'd nae like tae leave trace of our invasion
behind, sae that the next man who walks here ,villna be
disappointed in us.' With that, I sheepishly picked up the
peels and gave them to Ruth to put in her rucksack."
"We rested on that rock for a while, since MacGregor
was in no hurry to get anywhere. He gave his binoculars to
Ruth, who spent her time looking at the sky for birds and
the woods for small animals, calling them out to us whenever she saw them. We took a look, too, if it was anything
out of the ordinary."
"Meanwhile MacGregor and I became engrossed in a
conversation that somehow or other finally reached Kierkegaard, who I had been reading on and off since he'd given it
to me at Christmas."
" 'Ah but he has a bonny thinker, the finest thinker that
ever lived, it be my thinkin, lad. But nonetheless I'm nae a
Kierkegaard myself, nor even a Kierkegaardian. He wa's a
man o' the sea, Danish he was, an' I'm a Scot-Tae much
of a Scot ever tae be a Kierkegaard. I was born of the
heather an' the lochs an' the hills, nae the sea, and that

makes us verra different, verra different.' "
" 'Tis nae sae much the thinkin' itself that's sae different, tis more upon what we think. Where Kierkegaard and I
think upon the same things, there's nae much tae be said
between us, or, perhaps, it's more that he leads me in my
thinkin' and 'tis accepted. But it's nae often that we think
of the same things, and that's the difference lad.' "
" 'I think more of the wee things, and he the eternal
things. 'Tis the sea in his bluid, I'll be thinkin. I think as
much of love as him, and what it means tae love and tae
love God and tae love nature that's his gift, and, as Kierkegaard says, one canna love the giver without lovin the gift
wi' it. And what it is tae love the neighbour. Aye, that's the
thorny one lad; that's the thorny one. Kierkegaard does nae
go intae that, and 'tis a shame. I have my own thoughts on
it, if ye'll nae mind my ramblin' on for a bit.' "
" 'It is easy enough tae tell a man tae love his neighbour
and then tae tell the starry o' the Guid Samaritan, but
there's more tae it than that lad, much more.' "
" 'Ye ken me some lad, ye ken that I'm an uncommon
close person, and nae one tae warm up tae a person in three
minutes. Aye it does me harm as a rector, it does. An' yet I
can say that I love every mon as best I can. But lovin' a
man and being his bosom friend are twa different things
lad. Christian love is for all men, and friendship is only for
the few. For some, the most loving thing tae do is tae avoid
their company, for it only produces strife between ye; and
that's a form of love as well. Aye, and it dinna stop even
there, for there are many kinds of friendship as well, lad.' "
" 'A guid example of differing kinds _of friendship and
love lies in us three here. Ye'll nae doot agree that my _love
for Ruth is verra different than my love for ye, though for
me both be strong. Yet 'tis Ruth that I bring wi' me upon
my rambles and nae often ye and nae often even the Mrs.
MacGregor. There is nae the closeness between ye and I tae
bring ye every time, nor dae I perceive the interest in ye for
this every Saturday. And yet with ye, I can speak my mind
on Kierkegaard and the books like I can nae tae many
others. Ye coom closer tae understanding -than most. Ruth
will never ken my feelings on him, although she'll see the
results and ken my ways. But then, Ruth and I are uncommon close, uncommon close.' "
" 'Dinna be jealous o' her lad, look at her now. She loves
these hills much as I do, and that brings us taegether. Ye'll
always love your books more lad, and soon will be the day
when ye'll far outstrip me iri your keno' them, and that
day ye may coom tae tell me o' them, and ye'll see that I
canna answer, and it perhaps will nae be pleasant for _ye, but
dinna look doon on the difference. This book that God has
given us and that Ruth and I love and read means more tae
me than the written kind, and it willnae do me great pain
tae ha' ye outstrip me in your ken o' the written ones.
Therein lies the difference between us lad, and it's no an
evil difference lad, unless we allow it tae be so.' "
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" 'But lad, the hour is cooming, and we must be on our
way. Ruth, we'll be off now.'"
"I'll remember nearly every word of that conversation
until my dying day, for, although we spoke again and often,
we never came that close again; the scholarly distance was
always there."
"We spent the afternoon in much the same way as the
morning, slowly tramping back down the hill, stopping to
look at this or that, and Ruth filling her rucksack with
leaves and twigs and bits of stone and a feather or two, all
of which were to be catalogued into one of her collections
the next day. It was a good day, a restful day."
"We stopped again at five to have our supper, but it was
short since we had spent so much time at lunch and were a
bit late in getting back. The sun was beginning to set, and
MacGregor did not want to be caught by the dark, so we set
a pretty good pace after that, stopping only occasionallyand then only for a moment and for something special."
"We reached the car in late twilight and on the way back
said little, each of us tired from the walking and deep in our
own thoughts."
"I must have started thinking out loud, a habit that I've
had since I can't remember when-I still do it-because
MacGregor's head turned, his reverie punctured. We said a
few words, but soon lapsed back into silence, the small
wound was healed."
"Ruth began to drift towards MacGregor, finally resting
against his side, her body awkwardly slumped between us.
Her cap had slid forward to rest on the bridge of her nose,
covering her eyes, and the absence of the automatic gesture
pushing it back up told that she was asleep.,,
The voice faded away again. Presently, Doug rose,
poured himself another cup of coffee, unplugged the pot,
and looked over at his wife who had fallen asleep during the
last monologue and sat slumped in the chair, her legs folded
under her and her long dark hair a tumbled mass, covering
her eyes. He smiled briefly and sat down again, gazing into
the glowing embers of the dying fire, his eyes regaining that
faraway look as he remembered.· He remembered the day
that MacGregor had died.
He had been stirred in his sleep by the flashing blue
lights of the ambulance, but it had not registered at the
· time. But when he came down the stairs that Saturday
morning to s.ee Ruth huddled crosslegged in the armchair,
reading MacGregor's Field Guide to Birds he knew that
something had happened. The silence lay heavy over the
house and was not broken the whole day. No one spoke,
except in whispers, and went about their tasks in silence,
respecting Ruth's grief and sharing it to a greater or lesser
extent depending upon their relationship with MacGregor.
"Mrs. MacGregor officially broke the news towards
noon, but we all knew as soon as we came down the stairs
to find Ruth in that chair. She was to have gone with
MacGregor that day, and must have seen the ambulance
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carrying him away with the sheet over his face. He hadn't
come, so Ruth had simply sat in the chair."
"At noon, she reached into her rucksack, which she had
dropped on the floor beside the chair, and ate her lunch. At
five, she did the same thing. At nine, her usual hour, she
went up the stairs and went to bed, just as if she had spent
the day with MacGregor. And indeed she had."
"She had not said a single word during the entire day.
The only sound was the rustle of her turning a page of the
Field Guide. The only motion was her getting up to climb
the stair to bring down one or another of her collections,
each of which she studied carefully-MacGregor was in each
one of them, or her pushing the cap back on her head. I lcr
eyes were brimming the entire time, but they never overflowed."
"The funeral was that Tuesday in the morning, and we
all came to the breakfast table together, as if it was Sunday,
still subdued, and uncomfortable in our Sunday clothing."
"Except Ruth. She came down the stairs wearing the
grey sweater, her brown corduroy pants tucked into grey
work socks, her hiking boots and her cap."
"Mom was about to protest, but Dad, with a flash of
sensitivity under his gruff Dutch exterior, put his hand on
her arm, seeing that Ruth's eyes were still brimming and
that she needed MacGregor's presence in order to go to his
funeral."
"Breakfast was eaten in the deep silence of Ruth's grief.
The only sounds were those of silver against china, and the
only motion that of the raising and lowering of spoons, and
Ruth once, pushing the cap back onto her head as she sat
bent over her bowl.
"We walked to the church in silence and sat, numbed,
through the service. Ruth rode to the cemetery with Mrs.
MacGregor, and Dad took the rest of us in the car."
"She rejoined us at the graveside, where she stood between me· and Mrs. MacGregor, her small hand warm in
mine, yet somehow mine in hers as well. We stood there
silent and motionless, except for the rector of a neighbouring church, a young man just out of seminary, who
looked nervous and uncomfortable to be there.
"As the coffin lowered into the grave, I felt a small
movement beside me. Ruth's cap had begun to slip and her
hand automatically went up, but it hesitat~d momentarily,
and then, solemnly, she took it off, reached over, and laid it
on the descending coffin, her eyes still brimming but never
overflowing.,,
Doug's reverie was finally penetrated by a small stirring
motion in the opposite armchair and a lightening sky. He
rose, picked up his wife, and carried her up the stairs, much
as MacGregor had carried Ruth from the car so many years
ago, knowing that Mac and Ruthie would soon be awake
and hungry and that he would fix breakfast for them again
this Saturday as he had so many others. Ham and eggs,
oatmeal with brown sugar and tea. The Saturday breakfast.

Twilight

Pat Woltersom

Excerpts From a Church Bulletin:
This afternoon there will be meetings in the south and
north ends of the church. Children will be baptized at both
ends.
Tuesday at 4:00 there will be an icecream social. All ladies
giving milk please come early.
Wednesday the Ladies' Literary Society will meet. Mrs.
Johnson will sing "Put me in my Little Bed" accompanied
by the pastor.
Thursday at 5:00 there will be a meeting of the Little
Mothers' Club. All wishing to become Little Mothers please
meet the minister in his study.
This being Easter Sunday we will ask Mrs. Johnson to come
forward and lay an egg on the altar.
The service will close with "Little Drops of Water." One of
the ladies will quietly start and the rest of the congregation
will join in.
On Sunday a special collection will be taken to defray the
expenses of a new carpet. All those wishing to do something on the carpet please come forward and get a piece of
paper.
The ladies of the church have cast off clothes of every kind.
They may be seen in the church basement on Friday afternoon.
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